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“The value of the media streaming market continues to
grow in Ireland, as consumers increasingly prefer to access

content via streaming services compared to traditional
means. Some consumers, however, would be willing to

accept advertising on paid streaming services in return for
a discount on their subscription.”

– James Wilson, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Video-on-demand (VoD) platforms that exist alongside a broadcaster’s/provider’s linear
TV service in order to provide access to time-shifted content via the internet (eg BBC
iPlayer, Sky Go etc).

• Subscription video-on-demand (SVoD) services that require a monthly payment (eg
Netflix, Now TV).

• Other forms of online video service such as those that allow viewers to purchase
individual shows (eg TalkTalk TV Store), or access TV programmes or clips on video
streaming sites (eg YouTube) that are funded by advertising.

• Live TV, DVD/Blu-Ray and other more traditional forms of media are examined within this
Report, but as competitors to streaming services.

• Audio streaming services/radio and game streaming services are not included within this
Report.

Usage of streaming media in Ireland is high, with increasing levels of preference for streaming as a
method of accessing content.

Moving forward, traditional live TV services are likely to see their viewership levels increasingly
impacted by streaming services, as consumers show a growing preference for time-shift programming,
and a high regard for original content from streaming services.
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Figure 36: Consumers who have used RTÉ Player to stream content in the last month, by age, RoI, June 2018

Amazon Prime trends with men and 35-44-year-olds
Figure 37: Consumers who have used Netflix to stream content in the last month, by gender and age, NI and RoI, June 2018
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Two thirds buying fewer DVDs due to streaming
Figure 38: Agreement with behaviour statements relating to streaming media, NI and RoI, June 2018

Heavy internet users and young consumers more likely to be abandoning DVD
Figure 39: Agreement with the statement ‘My purchasing of DVDs/ Blu-ray has declined since subscribing to a streaming service’, by
age, NI and RoI, June 2018
Figure 40: Agreement with the statement ‘My purchasing of DVDs/ Blu-ray has declined since subscribing to a streaming service’, by
daily internet usage, NI and RoI, June 2018

More than half using streaming more than live TV in the last 12 months
Figure 41: Agreement with the statement ‘I use streaming services more than live TV compared to 12 months ago’, by gender, NI and
RoI, June 2018

Half of viewers would accept advertisements on subscription services in exchange for a discount
Figure 42: Agreement with the statement ‘I would be interested in a video streaming service that offered discounted subscription fees
in exchange for watching advertisements before or after films/TV series episodes’, by gender and age, NI and RoI, June 2018

Viewers in Dublin and Belfast show greater affinity for international content
Figure 43: Agreement with the statement ‘I have watched more international programming on streaming services in the last 12
months (eg The Rain, Okja)’, by location, NI and RoI, June 2018

Seven in 10 see streaming services as encouraging binge watching
Figure 44: Agreement with statements relating to streaming media, NI and RoI, June 2018

Bingeing a bigger threat to students
Figure 45: Agreement with the statement ‘Streaming services encourage binge watching’, by work status, NI and RoI, June 2018

Six in 10 view torrents as providing access to programmes they might otherwise be unable to see
Figure 46: Agreement with the statement ‘Streaming from services such as ShowBox or torrent sites allow people to see shows they
may not otherwise be able to view (ie not available in their country)’, by gender and social class, NI and RoI, June 2018

Half of consumers prefer using streaming to live TV
Figure 47: Agreement with the statement ‘Streaming is preferable to watching programmes on live TV’, by gender and age, NI and
RoI, June 2018

Half see streaming original programming as superior to pay-TV
Figure 48: Agreement with the statement ‘The quality of original programming on streaming services (eg Netflix) is better compared to
pay-TV (eg Sky)’, by age, NI and RoI, June 2018
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